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INTRODUCTION

EVALUATION OF THE NATIONAL PUBLIC POLICY ON DISABILITIES

NATIONAL STRATEGY ON UNIVERSAL ACCESSIBILITY

RESULTS
EVOLUTION OF THE NATIONAL PUBLIC POLICY ON DISABILITIES

- 2006: Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and Optional Protocol
- 2009: Bio psychosocial Study of Disabilities
- 2010: New Projects: Housing, orthoses, prosthetics, neonatal screening, Organic Law on Disabilities
- 2013: Creation of the Technical Secretariat of Disabilities
- 2015: Transformation of the Technical Secretariat for the Inclusive Management on Disabilities
Immediate Response
2006 - 2013

Construction of a model of Comprehensive Attention
2013-2016

Institutionalization
2016-Present
NATIONAL STRATEGY ON UNIVERSAL ACCESSIBILITY

THE BRIDGE OF ACCESSIBILITY
METHODOLOGY FOR THE ELABORATION OF PLANS

OUR FORMULA:

27 units of observation, 496 parameters of measurement. The degree of accessibility can be classified into: high, medium, low
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DIAGNOSIS
ACCESSIBILITY INDEX
RESULTS

90% of the normative of accessibility to physical environment and to ICT’s has been delivered to the country.

28 norms approved by subtechnical committee
6 norms in phase of approval

4000 more than 4000 persons from public, private and public society trained

70 public institutions and universities participated

152 educative centers evaluated
140 regular centers
12 specialized centers
**Building construction -- Accessibility and usability of the built environment**

- Technique inputs to the 10 Politic Units
- Technique inputs to the 22 Issue Papers
- Technique inputs to the elaboration of the final document “Country Position”

**Survey of accessibility information in the area of influence of HABITAT III**

**Universal Accessibility Chapter from the Regulations to the Building Construction**

**Accessibility of the built environment and adopted ICTs in the country.**

**RESULTS**

- **Logros en Accesibilidad Universal**
- **National Workshops on UA**
  - Trained teachers of universities from the country.
  - Trained technique persons of public institutions.

**Accessibility Tools developed:**
- Ecuadorian Methodology
- Accessibility Awareness
- Validation Tool of Shelters
- Accessible Shelter
- Accessible House
We are the first Latin American country to receive the International Award for Best Practices in Universal Accessibility.

**Ecuador WON as Best International Practice in Universal Accessibility in the prizes awarded by the ACCESSIBILITY AWARDS (Paris – France)**

“Methodology for the Development of Universal Accessibility Plans”

“Tool for validation, selection and calculation of basic accessibility equipment for temporary shelters”

Strategic Regional Positioning of UA:

- Construction of the Regional New Urban Implementation Agenda Plan
- Generation of Binational South South Cooperation Programs.
- Development of Regional Strategies with Integration Mechanisms.
www.meduvi.gob.ec